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Transitioning to an e-bike:
An analysis of costs, impact and operating effi ciency
The market for e-bikes is growing rapidly in Europe, contributing to more intelligent 
and effi cient e-bikes. The use of (e-)bikes has changed as well, recently noticing a 
large increase in delivering food by using e-bikes for example. In this paper we will 
examine the current e-bike landscape following developments across Europe and 
benchmark e-bikes versus mopeds, focusing on costs, operating effi ciency and ecolo-
gical footprints.

Sales in Europe

Growth in this sector has been 
immense, in 2007, sales of 
e-bikes in the Netherlands 
amounted to only 6% of the 
total bike sales. In 2020, near-
ly (by a difference of 0,2%) 
more bikes fuelled by electric 
engines were sold than bikes 
without.1,2 The tipping point 
in Belgium was in 2019, when 
e-bike sales hit 51% of total 

bikes sales that year.3 It is 
expected that this growth will 
continue in Europe the upco-
ming years. 

In Europe e-bike sales incre-
ased by 334% from 2015 till 
2021 and increased 34% in 
the year 2020 alone.1,4

Sales in Europe



The current e-bike landscape
E-bikes sold in the Business-to-Consumer market amount for most of the national and 
international sales. It is then mostly used for leisure activities and partly for commuting 
between home and work.

The speed pedelec (commonly known 
as high speed ebike) is a new entrant 
to the market. It is an electric powered 
bicycle which can reach speeds up to 
45 kph (~28 mph) depending on the 
drivers’ effort. In Belgium, after wit-
nessing large growth for a few years, 
the market for speed pedelecs is now 
stagnating. This is possibly due to the 
time-consuming procedure of applica-
tions for license plates. In the Nether-
lands however, speed pedelec sales 
alone increased by 16,7% in 2020.1

Seen as potentially having a large 
impact on reversing congestion is-
sues, the e-cargo bike also is a relative 
new entrant in the last-mile delivery 
market.5 The ‘last-mile’ refers to the 
fi nal part of a product’s journey, bet-
ween its last storage location and the 
consumer. E-cargo bikes, like regular 
e-bikes, require the driver to pedal 
but are equipped with a small electric 
motor to assist the driver. Volume car-
ries differ but are large, some models 
can transport up to 570 kgs (~1.256 
pounds).

More recently, the food delivery sector 
noticed the usefulness of delivering by 
using e-bikes, mostly instead of mo-
peds or cars. The Netherlands noticed 
an earlier boom of delivery through 

e-bikes by companies such as Just Eat 
Takeaway and Domino’s Pizza, which 
use e-bikes for most of their food de-
liveries. Internationally, the ebike is on 
the rise as well. 

Countries such as the United Kingdom 
and France are investing in more and 
improved bicycles lanes and bicycle 
parking places in major cities, paving 
the way for more consistent use of 
bicycles.6 As the infrastructure for 
bicyclers is improving and the e-bike’s 
recognition is increasing, it is expected 
that more last-mile deliveries will be 
done with e-bikes.

EU-wide more than €1bn (£907 milli-
on) was invested in cycling infrastruc-
ture between the start of the global 
pandemic and October 2020, among 
others resulting 2.300km (1.400 miles) 
of new bicycle lanes.7e-bikes, require the driver to pedal 

but are equipped with a small electric 
motor to assist the driver. Volume car-
ries differ but are large, some models 
can transport up to 570 kgs (~1.256 
pounds).

More recently, the food delivery sector 
noticed the usefulness of delivering by 
using e-bikes, mostly instead of mo-
peds or cars. The Netherlands noticed 
an earlier boom of delivery through 

“The speed pedelec 
is a new entrant to 
the market. It is an 
electric powered bi-
cycle which can reach 
speeds up to 45 kph 
depending on the 
drivers’ effort.”



Comparison e-bike versus moped: 
Price, insurance, impact, safety and health benefits

E-bike Moped (4-stroke)

Purchase price €2.190 €2.500

Insurance costs 
(liability & theft) - yearly

€70-130 €250-350

Ecological footprint 
- in grams CO2 per kilometre

14,8 72,98

Percentage of traffic 
deaths in Europe

8%* 18%**

Percentage of traffic 
deaths in 
the Netherlands

12,1% 5,9%***

Health benefits Physical exercise necessary is proven 
to lead to improved health 

Does not require physical 
exercise and therefore offers 
no health benefits

25, 26, 27.
* Includes all bicycles
** Includes all motorised 2-and-3 wheelers. 
*** Includes speed pedelecs.

E-bikes & mopeds in traffic
Research has shown that when e-bikers were involved in traffic accidents, their overall injury 
pattern is like that of a cyclist, and not of a motorcyclist. This means that the severity of their 
injures is significantly lower than one might think due to their increased speeds.8

The total amount of traffic deaths in the 
Netherlands in 2020 was 610. It is estimated 
that there were 74 deaths with e-bikes (12,1% 
of total) and 36 deaths with mopeds (5,9% of 
total) in 2020. The category moped here inclu-
des speed pedelecs, so the exact distribution 
is unknown.9,10 Comparing this to the number 
of e-bikes (2.9 million) and mopeds (460.600) 
in 2020 it becomes evident that e-bikes are 
relatively underrepresented.11,12 Likewise is the 
exact distribution concerning the traffic data 
from Europe unknown, as the category e-bike 
here includes all bicycles, and the category 

moped includes all motorised 2-and-3 whee-
lers. 13 Due to the possibility of accidents and 
theft, liability and theft insurances are often 
recommended for employers. Liability insuran-
ce is not obligatory for e-bikes and requires a 
separate insurance, as it is often not included 
in standard liability insurance.14 Therefore, it is 
recommended that entrepreneurs investigate 
their personal options, to avoid unexpected 
costs. 
 
 



Societal costs of accidents
The societal costs of a death or injury occurred through traffi c accidents differs greatly per country 
but tends to be higher in North-West Europe than in South and East Europe. It is estimated that 
the societal costs of a death occurred through traffi c in Denmark, Belgium and the UK is around 
€2.1 million, for heavily injured people this is estimated to be between €252.000 and €357.000.15

In the Netherlands this is estimated to be €2.8 million and €300.000, In Spain €1.6 million and 
€264.000 and in Germany €1.2 million and €126.000 respectively.16

Health benefi ts

Research has shown that the 
physical activity gained from 
using e-bikes is not only better 
for one’s health, but could also 
have massive societal impacts, 
resulting in overall healthier 
people and lower health insu-
rance costs. The most signifi -
cant gains are when a switch is 
made from a private motorised 
vehicle to an electric bicycle.17



Sustainability and brand image

Ecological footprint
The e-bike is one of the most 
environmentally friendly forms 
of transport. According to 
Bosch, about 75% of the CO2 
footprint of an e-bike is due 
to manufacturing, 15% to 
actual use and the rest is due 
to transport, packaging and 
recycling.18 However, accor-
ding to extensive analysis 
done by Bikeradar, manufactu-

ring emissions take up 47% of 
the total CO2 footprint of an 
e-bike, and food-related emis-
sions necessary for fuelling the 
bicycler roughly 43%. Both 
calculate the entire life cycle 
CO2 emissions per kilometre 
to be around 14,8 grams.19

This is considerably lower in 
comparison with mopeds and 
cars, as they emit about 73g 

and 150-270g CO2 per person 
per kilometre, respectively.20

Research done by EMPA in 
2011 produced similar re-
sults.21 The fi gure above 
shows the global warming po-
tentials expressed in kg CO2 
per kilometre for the e-bike, 
car and moped (scooter).

A study shows that 32% of consumers in the 
USA, UK, France, the Netherlands and Germa-
ny, value sustainable delivery more than the 
practical factors they once favoured. 
A further 47% is willing to wait longer for sus-
tainable delivery.22 These are fi ndings from the 
online shopping environment and most likely, 
when concerning food deliveries, consumers 
will fi nd delivery speed the most important fac-
tor. Nonetheless, this depicts the importance of 
sustainability to consumers regarding a compa-
ny’s delivery. 
Findings of a research carried out in 2019 by 
Doddle in the UK showcase that 43% of con-
sumers say that they are more likely to shop 
with a retailer if they offer sustainable delivery 
options. Notably, the CEO of Doddle mentions 
that sustainable delivery will set brands apart in 
their battle for customer loyalty.23

A well-known example is the logistics group 
Deutsche Post DHL, a pioneer in moving to-
wards more sustainable forms of delivering. 
DHL started in 2008 by setting measurable 
environmental and climate 
protection targets and is following up with the 
ambition to electrify 60% of their last-mile deli-
veries by 2030.24



Comparison e-bike versus moped:
Battery power, downtime, durability and delivery speed

E-bike Moped (4-stroke)

Range - in km 70-120 250

Effi ciency – 
in litres/km

N/A 1/35

Average energy / fuel 
costs – per kilometre

€0,002 €0,054

Cargo volume 
– in litres

Up to 170 Up to 170

Downtime 
- in minutes per day

120 25

Durability - in km 19.200 30.000
34,35,36.

Technical matters
In terms of range, electric vehicles have always had diffi cul-
ties competing with gasoline powered vehicles. Even though 
technologies are advancing, and ranges of e-bikes are impro-
ving due to more powerful batteries, 4-stroke mopeds still 
have a higher average range on one tank.

Closely related, their down-
time in terms of refuelling is 
also considerably lower than 
e-bikes. As we all know, fi lling 
up a tank only takes a couple 
of minutes. Additionally, one 
must drive to a gas station 
which usually requires another 
few minutes. Comparing this 
with e-bikes, which usually re-
quire 3-4 hours charging time 
on average for a full battery, 

4-stroke mopeds seem to be 
more effi cient. The downside 
to this however is the refuel-
ling costs for 4-stroke mopeds, 
which are low in the case of 
e-bikes. Additionally, e-bikes 
are usually charged overnight 
or when not in use during the 
day, resulting in a lower down-
time. Due to their heavy use in 
the delivery sector for exam-
ple, e-bikes and mopeds regu-

larly need maintenance. Mo-
peds generally require more 
technical service as they are 
more complex vehicles. Com-
ponents such as the engine, 
oil fi lters and the drive belt are 
more prone to serious damage 
if they are not checked regu-
larly.28,29



Delivery speed in dense areas
Cities are at the heart of the 
global economy, accounting 
for more than 80 percent of 
the world GDP. When cities 
become clogged, all its inha-
bitants and businesses suffer, it 
is estimated that the economic 
costs of this could amount to 
2 to 4 percent of the city GDP 
per year.30 This asks for more 
sustainable and effi cient ways 
of delivering in urban areas, 
ones that will results in lower 
congestion city-wide and bet-
ter air quality through reduced 
CO2 emissions.  

Research done in Seattle, 
which ranks among top 10 
most densely populated cities 
in the USA31, has shown that 
electric assisted cargo bicycles 

are more cost effective than 
delivery trucks for deliveries 
near the distribution centre 
(less than 2 miles for a 50-stop 
delivery and less than 6 miles 
for a 10-stop delivery).32

This is an important aspect 
for delivery companies. The 
so-called ratio density-distance 
covered implies how fast one 
can cover distance within a 
densely populated city. Within 
dense cities like Barcelona, 
London or Amsterdam, travel 
times vary greatly depending 
on your mode of transport.

It won’t come as a surprise 
that (e-)bikes and (e-)mopeds 
deliver faster in highly dense 
areas than cars and vans. Ac-
cording to data from millions 

of Deliveroo drivers, (e-)bikes 
are also often faster than mo-
torised two-wheelers. Accor-
ding to Deliveroo, this is most 
likely because bicycle lanes 
in cities often bypass things 
like a roundabout and can go 
through areas where cars can’t. 
Additionally, moped and car 
couriers spend more time fi n-
ding suitable parking spots.33

“Within cities like 
Barcelona, London 

or Amsterdam, 
travel times vary 

greatly depending 
on your mode of 

transport.”
Savings when moving to an e-bike fl eet

After considering energy and fuel costs, insurance costs and maintenance costs, the table below 
depicts the estimated savings per month when comparing an e-bike to a moped. In this way you 
can conclude that an e-bike fl eet consisting of only bikes is 50% cheaper. Potentially you could 
save €1.954 per month when choosing for a fl eet of 10 e-bikes over 10 mopeds. Calculations 
here are based on 1.575 kilometres travelled per month, which is the industry average for delivery 
restaurants and last-mile deliverers. 



Conclusion
Is an e-bike the right choice for you?

Many delivery companies nowadays choose an e-bi-
ke only or hybrid fl eet for reasons discussed below. 
New York Pizza, a large Dutch pizza chain, noticed 
that less accidents happen with their e-bikes compa-
red to mopeds and focus since 2019 on using e-bi-
kes.37 Likewise, last-mile deliverers such as Gorillas, 
Flink, Getir and Just Eat Takeaway operate using a 
hybrid fl eet consisting of mostly e-bikes and fewer 
mopeds.

Strengths and weaknesses of e-bikes
+

Dexterity in dense cities
Lower overall costs

Improved carbon footprint
Positive effect on employee health

Enhanced sustainability image

-
Higher downtime due to longer charge time

Lower range

Research has shown that an increasing number 
of customers consider the sustainability aspect 
of delivery and even base their choice on this. 
Offering sustainable delivery options can help 
you win the battle for customer loyalty. 

After comparing the e-bike to the moped on 
several grounds, it becomes evident that the 
e-bike, in urban and densely populated cities, 
comes out as winner. Even though e-bikes 
generally have a higher downtime due to their 

lower ranges and longer charge time compa-
red to mopeds, incorporating e-bikes in your 
delivery fl eet or choosing a hybrid version will 
result in lower overall costs and improved ope-
rating effi ciency.
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